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Nudging Students to Success:  

reaching out via smart phones, personalized 

support, and the new LMS 
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Transforming Culture with 

Technology 
 

 

Defining new practice in teaching and 

learning, BUT how to imagine new use 

and new roles in supporting student 

success? 
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History of Nudge:  

Economics 

 2008 

 Sunstein and Thaler 

 Nudging people to better  

decisions through  

choice architecture  
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• Nudges from Nudge  

 80/20 rule for countries that issue IDs with organ donation 

status. Choose the default status on the form.  

 Carving a bug in the Amsterdam airport urinals reduced 

“spillage” by 80%  

 Opt out savings plans: 80% save 

 Nudging people to make good choices within their own 

free will decisions.  



+ 
History of Nudge:  

Education Analytics  



+ 
A Famous, First Case 
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Changing Practice via   

new technologies,   

ubiquitous connectivity  

and DATA 
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Technology Revolution 
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Nudges and Learner Persistence 

 Reaching students anytime/everywhere via their mobile 

devices.  

 Reminding, supporting, personalizing, preparing by smart 

machine sorting of behavior.  

 Nudging to new behaviors 
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The New Traditional Student 

http://chronicle.com/article/The-New-Traditional-on/135012/ 



+ 
The next generation 

 The NIH says that environment affects prefrontal cortex 

development, and due to protections now in place, American 

adolescence now BIOLOGICALLY extends into the late 20s.  

 Adolescents are less prepared for focusing and functioning 

than ever before.  They depend on guidance.  
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Support and 

Engagement via 

Mobile Text 

Messaging 



+ Texting First Year Students 
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Looking to the LMS 
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CANVAS! 
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WHOLE Learner Support  

Message Students Who___ 

View Course Analytics 

Outcome Gradebook, Learning Mastery 

 

 



+ For any assignment or assessment 



+ 
Course Analytics 



+ 
Learning Mastery 

http://guides.instructure.com/s/2204/m/4152/l/179359-how-do-i-use-the-learning-mastery-gradebook
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Q: How can we collectively learn and use new 

technologies and analytics  to nudge our students 

to better performance and success? 

Colleen Carmean & Darcy Janzen 

University of Washington Tacoma  

 


